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A poem by Leon 
Greenman, survivor of 
Auschwitz - Birkenau
REVENGE does not bring the dead

Does not take away the suffering,

It simply perpetuates the violence

It is difficult to get convictions

The question is “not to let it happen again”???

I have tried to rebuild my life,

A new life,???

I have no children, no grandchildren to cuddle

Have I succeeded? I don’t know

Being too busy with this work,

Seems to be my mission???
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This poem is your LEGACY,

Of  words spoken from the heart.

Although it took you time,

You bravely rebuilt your life.

Your impact has been made,

Thank you for your words.

RESPONSE BY AIMEE, Y9



The world is wide. Touching so many and teaching.

Is this my reason? This is what I was set to do.

The Children of the world. Taught through my life?

SURVIVAL does not bring back the dead.

It does not ease the suffering. 

SHARING does not bring back the dead.

Though, it eases the suffering?

Yes, through my life.

RESPONSE BY HARRIET, Y8



You are haunted by the loss of  loved ones
But PEACE may put them to rest.
Their suffering over
The violence that put them there driven to a halt

Our generation won’t be charged of  the same crime
Your words enough to make sure history won’t repeat

Your Life has been rebuilt
Your legacy
Will pass through generations of  children

Your success is legendary, for we know
That your work was something worth taking time over
Your mission a success unrivalled throughout history
And how we wish you knew.

RESPONSE BY JASMINE, Y9



You have succeeded, Leon, you most certainly have.
Think of us, think of all of us as your grandchildren.
You have taught us your past, just like a grandparent 
would,
You have taught us how to be a good person, just like 
a grandparent would.
Are you proud, Leon,???
We will carry your story forward, pass it along, your 
story will be told
We will make the people aware,

Your trials were seen.

RESPONSE BY LAASYA, Y9



You have rebuilt your life!                                                                             
A broken heart; not healed but sustained
by the need to purvey your experience.
And we won’t let it happen again.
You have succeeded in your mission.

RESPONSE BY OLIVIA, Y9


